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MedEvolve Chooses RCxRules’ Predictive Rules Engine  

 
MedEvolve improves their business performance by implementing RCxRules’ predictive rules 

engine to automate processes and ensure clean and accurate data enters their financial system 
 
Burlington, VT – December 1, 2015 – RCxRules, the provider of business process automation 
technology for the healthcare revenue cycle, announced a new client’s success today: 
MedEvolve, a provider of practice management and revenue cycle management software and 
services. 
 
RCxRules is providing MedEvolve with their predictive, revenue cycle rules engine to automate 
their business office processes.  MedEvolve has combined RCxRules’ robust library of industry-
standard rules with a set of tailored, customer-specific rules based on their vast experience in 
providing revenue cycle management services.  By automatically reviewing all charges against 
this powerful and comprehensive rule set, MedEvolve has seen faster payments and fewer 
denials.   
 
“At MedEvolve, we are focused on increasing the speed of our clients’ business,” said Mike 
Schiller, president and CEO, MedEvolve. “For our revenue cycle management service, that 
translates to ensuring our customers get paid faster and that their reporting is timely and 
impactful. We fully utilized the automation capabilities of RCxRules to streamline our processes 
and ensure that clean, accurate data is delivered to our financial and analytics systems. Within 
four months of going live, we’ve seen the impact flow directly to our bottom line.”  
 
“We pride ourselves on our predictive rules engine that automatically fixes issues and delivers 
the cleanest charge data possible.  We want to help all our customers run their revenue cycle 
operations as well as they possibly can,” said Stephen Gorman, Chief Executive Officer of 
RCxRules. “Our solution was a good fit for MedEvolve and we’re delighted to be working with 
them and in some way contribute to the successful partnership they have with their clients.”  
 
About MedEvolve, Inc. 
MedEvolve, Inc. has served the practice management, EHR and revenue cycle management 
needs of its clients for over 20 years, now serving nearly 600 practices and more than 3,500 
healthcare practices. MedEvolve’s practice management and EHR solutions are implemented as 
an on premise solution, or a subscription (SaaS) service. For smaller practices, MedEvolve 
provides a complete set of revenue cycle management and consultation services. For more 
information, visit www.medevolve.com. 
 
About RCxRules 
RCxRules enables healthcare organizations to virtually eliminate denials that are based on bad 
data, thereby significantly increasing the velocity of payments and ensuring compliance. Our 
data-driven approach, fueled by the industry’s only predictive rules engine, automatically fixes 
issues before they affect the revenue cycle, delivering the cleanest possible data––every time, 
guaranteed. RCxRules’ robust, intuitive rules engine sits at the front end of your revenue cycle 
process, seamlessly integrating with your existing EMR and RCM systems. This allows for the 
automated review and correction of charge and patient data—before hitting your financial 
system. For more information, please visit http://www.rcxrules.com/ 
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